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DEAR JOEL,
Benjamin Scott Collins

A letter in the voice of the infected to the lost.

Here I am in the valley
 of you, which has been carved out
  by what Ronald Reagan called
   the Homosexual Disease,
  but only after he and the CDC
 had ignored the 15,000 bodies left on their doorstep.
Were you scared? I am.
                 Here
 in the streets
  of the greatest country in the world,
   people are protesting for the right
  to live, as if it were still 1986,
 and still can’t give blood
  if, in the past twelve months,
   they have loved a man,
  like a man
 is supposed to love a woman.
It’s 1 A.M. here in our room
 and I still haven’t made the bed,
  because your side is still covered
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   in violets, brought in bouquets by
  your mother, your sister, our friends, and I
 placed them next to you, as you lay
  on your deathbed
 turned flowerbed.
I still don’t believe you’re not here.
            I am
 afraid that, in an age
  that revels in proclaimed progressiveness,
   we forget that we still must move forward,
  forget how hard we fought
 to be where we are,
forget the faces and names
 of fathers and brothers and lovers
and friends, forget those who died:
    Freddie Mercury,
  Anthony Perkins,
   Arthur Ashe,
  Rock Hudson,
   Perry Ellis,
  Robert Reed,
   Brad Davis,
  Tom Fogerty,
   Eazy-E,
 Keith Haring,
 you.
  We forget the 1.1 million of us
   who are still living
  with a disease 
 that will never really leave us. And I
              am here,
filled with just as much anger
 as I am infected T-cells,
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  because it’s 2018, and the CDC and we
   still see this growing list of lives
  and don’t care to change
 a failing system
  that hasn’t been progressive enough
 to save them.
It’s as if I feel their throbbing hearts
 stuffed inside my sullen chest,
  but the absence of yours against my back
   leaves me hollow still.
  Are you with me? 
 Are you 
here?


